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THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERFrom YouTube sensations Dan Howell

(danisnotonfire) and Phil Lester (AmazingPhil) comes a laugh-out-loud look into the world created

by two awkward guys who share their lives on the Internet. More than 11 million YouTube

subscribers can't wait for this book! Â  Since uploading their first ever videos as teenagers, Dan and

Phil have become two of the world's biggest YouTube stars. Now they invite you on a

behind-the-scenes journey, filled with absolutely essential advice, tons of humor, lots of

awkwardness, and TMI honesty that they will probably regret. Here's just a small sample of the fun

surprises readers can look forward to:Â  â€¢ The inside story of that time they met One Direction.â€¢

Excerpts from Phil's teenage diary.â€¢ Reasons why Dan's a fail (so far).â€¢ How to draw the perfect

cat whiskers.â€¢ Reasons why Phil was such a weird kid (back then).â€¢ Quizzes! Which of their

dining room chairs represents you emotionally?â€¢ What really happened in Vegas. . . . Â  In The

Amazing Book Is Not on Fire, Dan and Phil are candid, heartfelt, and hilarious. Their struggles and

success haven't changed their strong friendship or their core belief that it's okay to be weird. The cat

whiskers come from within! Â  This full-color book is bursting with unseen photographs and

drawings, making it an ideal gift for that hard-to-shop-for teen.
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Dan and Phil put so much effort into this, and it really shows. Well done Dan and Phil, we love you.

kms that was gold my mEME QUEENS ARE GROWING UP SO FAST

MY SONS DID SO GOOD IM SO PROUD IVE ALREADY READ IT TWICE IT WAS BEAUTIFUL

AND as you can see in my picture their instructions on how to draw the whiskers was very helpful

BUT 10/10 THIS BOOK IS SO AMAZING IT WOULD MAKE KANYE WEST SMILE I RECCOMEND

IT TO EVERYONE

Are all copies signed like printed or are some actually signed

I AM SO PROUD OF MY MEME SONS

This book will make you laugh, smile, and possibly question your existence in the best way

possible. Dan and Phil have truly crammed their lives into a single book, and it's amazing. (no pun

intended) This book is perfect for anyone, and by the end, I felt like a good friend of theirs who had

just finished a chat with them. It's nothing groundbreaking or mindblowing, but it is a heartwarming

book that I couldn't put down until I finished it. Thank you Dan Howell and Phil Lester for an

undeniably wonderful book.

They did such a good job! Well written, very funny and lots of great photos: everything a proper Dan

and Phil fan wants is in this book. If you've only just begun to enter their world, this is a great place

to start! These two young men have captured a place in the hearts of their fans because they are

genuine, intelligent and very, very funny. Their sense of humor comes across perfectly in print, and

their friendship is both apparent and fun to share in. As an "older" Phan fan (42), I was a bit

concerned that this book wouldn't have been written with me in mind, but I can tell you honestly that

from the first page, I felt included and accepted. This is truly a gift from Dan and Phil to all of their

fans and I am proud to count myself as one of them!

It was clearly a project Dan and Phil had a wonderful time working on, and for that alone, the book is

worth having. But buyers looking for new content are going to be disappointed. This book is a

summary of youtube content that is, frankly, funnier on youtube. It reads like a series of inside jokes

that are funnier to the people directly involved.That said, the photos are amazing, and it's awesome



to have something tangible to hold onto in case, as is certainly an eventuality, Youtube ceases to

exist in its current format. (Hey, it happened to Myspace).Buy it expecting a trip down Dan and Phil's

memory lane, not a tome of super secret exclusive content, and you won't be disappointed. :)
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